
Net Zero Carbon Tax 

 

DON’T PAY FOR FRAUD 

All Green taxes are tax frauds. 
Don't pay the Council, or your Energy company, for FRAUD. 
Only pay them 25%. 
 

The Net Zero Carbon Tax is the Globalist World Tax to support the Global Government, it’s hereditary families & corporations financially. 

The War on Carbon is totally fictitious. 

It has no scientific or legal basis and is actually one in a long line of pseudo scientific Green tax frauds perpetrated on the gullible population.  

We were blamed for; Damaging the ozone layer, sea pollution, melting ice caps, air pollution, carrier bag pollution, Global Warming, etc  

And taxed for; Windfarms, solar farms, the climate emergency,, NET ZERO, the climate agenda, carbon tax, Green fuel taxes etc  

Basic school science shows us that Carbon is a common element necessary to the structure of our planet. 

 

List of points making the case against Net Zero Carbon Tax 

Eradicating carbon from our environment is not possible because it would destroy the planet. 

Removing Carbon from our City air causes shortness of breath & lung/energy problems. 

The war on Carbon has no scientific data to back it up. 

While pollution from cars & lorries does cause air pollution this was already being solved to a large extent by low emission eco diesel engines with no 

road tax. 

Climate Data Fraud: the original basis of  The Climate Agenda was based on rigged data. 

Rigged Data was confirmed by scientist Tim Ball's book, The Deliberate Corruption of Climate Science. 

More Climate damage is caused by corporate industrial pollution than domestic transport systems. 

The Globalist Banker's have murdered people who designed clean Free Energy engines from as far back as Nicolas Tesla.  

We even had planes & cars running on water engines in the past. 

 

The Globalists themselves use Weather Weapons to destroy & manipulate political agendas in their favour. 



Cont:  

Globalists use earthquake weapons against countries who oppose their agenda. (Turkey) 

Globalists are the most destructive & dangerous force on the planet. 

Globalists caused the Ohio train attack which created the largest chemical spill in US history. 

While people in general believe that their government is working in the interests of the population.  
And to do otherwise would sabotage their personal feelings of security. It has become obvious from the pandemic, lockdown, vaccination, rigged data, 
scenario that our government & civil servants are working not only for someone else but against us. 
 

The British Constitution enforces our Democratic rights to  

Legal government of The People for The People. 

Calling our legal system "The Rule Based Order" has no legal basis, which we should oppose at every opportunity. 

And in fact all the laws passed over the last few decades have no domain, 

 As they were made by organised crime cartels, 

 Making Law for personal gain & influence for themselves, associates & friends. 

This is why you should not pay your Council or Energy company for Fraud. 

Danger. 
We must take into consideration that the objective of these frauds is to impoverish the middle classes by stripping their wealth assets & then confiscating 
their house assets. Leaving us poor & under government control. (slaves). 
So we should firstly get legal advice on these actions. 
And ensure that we do not serve the Globalist government wishes by,  
Creating a lot of people with energy/council debts which they are liable for & cannot pay. 
 

Further research can be gained from the UK Government website where King Charles outlines his Sustainability Agenda which lists his NET ZERO 

Energy restriction plan for all to see. https://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/sustainability  
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